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In this paper we consider colorings of the edges of the complete graph K, with n colors such 
that the edges of any color form a non-trivial complete subgraph of K,,,. We allow an edge of K,,, 
to have more than one color. Such a coloring will be called r-admissible if no cycle of length r has 
a different color for each edge. Let E(m, n, r) be ihe maximum number of incidences of colors 
and edges, taken over all r-admissible colorings of K,,, with n colors. Then for r = 3,4, at,d 5 we 
give an upper bound for E(m, n, r); as well as a lower bound for E(m, n, r) for all r. An analogue 
to a problem of Zarankiewicz concerning 0, l-matrires is mtgtioned. 
I. Introduction 
A well known problem of Zarankiewicz [l, 21 is to determine the largest positive 
integer M(m, n) for which there is an m by n matrix of zeros and ones with 
M(m, n) ones and no 2 by 2 submatrix consisting entirely of ones. Suppose we 
modify this problem by asking instead for the largest positive integer N(m, TV) for 
which there is an 1c1 by n matrix of zeros and ones with N(m, n) ones and no 
“hexagon” consisting entirely of ones, rather than no “square”. By this we mean 
that given any three rows rl, r2, r3 and any three columns cl, c,, c; of a matrix, not all 
of the entries (?I, cl), (rI, cd, (r2, c2), (r2, cd, ( r3, c,), and (r3, c3) are ones. Now we 
identify the columns of the matrix with the colors c,, . . ., c,; the rows with the 
. 
vertrces vl, . . ., v,,, of the complete graph K, and we interpret a pair of ones in the 
Vh column as indicating that the two associated vertices form an edge of color c,. We 
see that the Ph column represents a complete subgraph of K,,, colored with color c,. 
The “hexagon” described above is nothing more than a cycle of length r = 3 whose 
edges are different colors. If /Vi is the number of ones in the Ph colur;ln, then (?) is 
the number of edges of color c,. In searching for an upper bound for N(m, n) = 
c /Vi, we may naturalIy look for an upper bound for c (:), which is the number ot 
incidences of edges of K, and coiors. Therefore, we addless the following problem 
suggested by this interpretation. 
Let K,,, be the complete graph on m vertices, and let cl, *. ., c, be n distinct labels 
or colors. For each i = 1, . . ., n color some non-t, ivial complete subgraph of K, 
with color ci. We permit an edge of K, to be colored with more than one COPAY-. 
Such a coloring will be called a multi-coloring c f K,,. A multi- @orirtg will be called 
number of incidences r * K, ;,nd c k* 3 . rill show hat 
* 
* *’ t 3n-d~E(rot,n,4)<3 \ 
A 
4 +6n-18sE(m,&S)<4 
The tibove lower bounds ale special cases of a more general inequality, namely 
which we will also establiih. If n < t or m < t, then clearly any cuk~%g is 
r-adqn$@@ and’ -%.J J!TQ&’ &,$j p &‘& &, th% se@c=l, we ‘a&r&* n, m * r. 
‘%he’ impl&jkion of th&e results to the aforementioned probkn concerning 
‘%cxqons” is that: b 
r: (Tj_E(m,a3)~2($+ ra. 
Far arjy integer p % I, this leads (by rearranging the inequality 
0 s (l/Zp)(Ni - p - l)(Ni - p) and suarming on i) ‘to 
It is possible to obtain similar “matrix” interpretations for other values of r. 
1~ the next sections, we establish the upper bound for r’ - 3,4 and 5. Then we 
establish the lower bourrd for arbitrary r, and finally we mention< some related 
pr&lems. 
Ti heorem 2.1. E(m, n, 3) < 2(;“) + n. 
Proof: Suppose we are given a 3-admissible multi-coloring of Km with E(m, n, 3) 
nuynber of incidences of edges and colors. For each i = 1.. . ., n let Fi be the 
su’:lgraph of K,,, whose edge$. are those edges of K,, that are ~Iored with Ci and at 
ler tlf two other c:oIors, Let .the number of edges ;n jE be fi. By the-definition of 
Irf4ti-colori:rg, every edge of K, whose endpoint; are in the vertex set of Fj has 
cotor c,. Therefor@, 3-mdmkibility implies that Fs cal contain PO path of length two. 
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M~,~ver, 3-admissibility implies that any edge of K,,, nut in Fi, but whose 
endpoints are in the vertex set of E, can be colored with no other color except c,. It 
follows that if S is the number of edges of K,,, with exactly one color, we have 
and so 
But xfi is the number of incident;: of colors and edges of K, which have at least 
three colors, so if U is the number of edges of K, with exactly two colors, we have 
E(m,n,3)<~f,+S+2Ur2(SdI)+n 
Notice, however, that the last inequalit:l will be strict udess 5 + U = (y), in 
which case j’i = 0, for all i and so 
E(m,n,3)dS+Xl<2 y fn. 
( ) 
3. Thecase r=4 
Theorem 3.1. E(m, n, 4) C 3(y) + 3n 
m We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Givesl a 4-admissible 
multi-coloring of K, with E(m, n, 4) number of incidences of colors and edges, we 
define F, to be the subgraph of K,,, with each edge having at least four colors, 
including Ci. AS before, fi is the number of edges of Fi. We will show that unless 
fi s 3, there am at least ifr edges of K,,, which aYe monochromatic of color c,. 
Here Fi can have no open path of length three, and so the non-trivial connected 
components of Fd al *e, either stars (including l-stars or edges) or triangles. 
Furthermore, every edge of K,,,, not in F,, but whose endpoints are in F,, wit!, the 
exception of those edges completing a triangle with a 2-star in fi, must be 
monochromati;* of color ci. Therefore, if F, contains ti stars, p, Z-stars, and hence 
f, + ti vertices, we must have at least (“?) - ft - p, edges which are monochromatic 
of color ci. For fi > 3, this is at least jfi. So letting S, be the numLer of edges 
monochromatic of color c,, we have fi d 2S, + 3. This gives us, with S being the 
number of monochromatic edges in IL,, 
Then if B apd T are the number of bichromatk and trichromatic edges in K,, we 
get 
As b&ore, strict inequality holds in the last inequality unless fi = 0 for all i, in which 
case 
4. Tbecase r=S 
Thmrem 4.9, E(m, n, 5) f 4@) + 6n 
Pm& We proceed in a manner similar to the proofs of the previous theorems. 
Givetz a S-admissible m&igcolor&p elf Km with E(m, n, 5) number of incidences of 
colors and edges, we define Fs to be the subgraph of K,,, consisting of those edges 
having at least (“rve coforz+ including c~. J et fi be the uumber of edges in Fi. Also; let 
Bi be rhe numbe+ of edges of K,,, with endpoints in Fi, colored with ci and at most 
one other color. We will show that Bi 2? fi - 6. 
TVe first notice that fi can-have no open path of length four. This means that the 
non-trivial conler ted components of F+ are of the following five types: (i) a k-star 
for k 3? 1, (ii) two stars w)Dse centers are connected by an additional edge, (iii) a 
triangiie, [iv) a triangle with some addition31 edges alI connected to the same vertex 
of i,Cre triangle, and (v) a subgraph of &. Moreover, there is no open path of length 
four IQ K, such that alI, of kits vertices are in Fi, two or more of its edges are in 8, 
and the remaining edges have at least three colors. 
Consider first the case t&at afl the components of I$ are f-stars (edges). By the 
abrbve rk:marks, it is not possible for a l-star inF, to be connected to more than one 
otkt:r 1 -star in FI: by edges wi :h at least hree colon. Therefore 
For thl: case that not all of the components of Fi are l-stars, we proceed by 
i .lductL>n on the number of components, ’ay q. If q = ?:, noticing that the result is 
trivial when j G 6, it is routine to check: al possitle configurations for Fj and verify 
Si 5 fi - 64 F or when I;; is a k-star, k 2 7, ail edges in K,,, - I;1 whose endpoints are 
in Fi, with at most one exception, can have at most one color excluding ci. When F* 
is a tria:ngle with additional, edgas or two stalls w)rose centers are connected no edge 
in K,, - I? ivhose endpoints tire in Pi can have rrore than one color, excluding Ci. 
These are the or.!? possibilities foi* fi whenever f, 2 7. Assume the result is true for 
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any Fi with less than q components. If F, has q 3 ? ci;niponents. let G be a 
component with the minimum n;nmber of vertices, say V(G). By the induct&n 
hypothesis, there are at least fi .- E(G) - 6 edges of K,,,, whose endpoints lie n 
e-G, and which have color ci and at most one other color. Now there is some 
component H of E-G which contains an open path of length two. Therefore every 
edge of K,,, connecting a vertex of G with an endpoint of this path is colored with cr 
and at most one other color. Thert are 2 V(G) such edges. and for any compont:nt 
of E, 2V(G) 3 E(G). Hence 
To coitrplete the proof of the theorem, we let B equal the number of edges of K, 
colored with at most two colors, we let T be the number or edges of K,,, with exactly 
three colors, and D be the number of edges with exactly four colors. Then 
s4 + 6n. 
The last inequality will be strict unless fi = 0 for all i, ia which case 
E(m,n,5)<2B+3T+40<4 7 +6n. 
( ) 
5. The lower bounds 
We will establish a lower bound for E(m, n, r) by construction. Let K, be t>e 
complete graph on the points {u,, . . ., u,}. For m 2 2r - 2 we proceed as follows. 
Color all edges of K, with cl. Color the complete graph on {Up, . . ., u,,,-,+~) with 
colors c2, . . ., c,-1. Color the complete r - 1 graph on {Q~-~+~, . . ., v,} with the 
remaining colors c, . . ., cm. It is easy to see that there is no inadmissible cycle of 
length r. Therefore 
E(m,n,r) $)+(r-2)(m-;+l)+(rSI)(n-r+1) 
=(r-l)(m-;+l,-c \ r-2j’(r- l)+ r- 1 2 \ 2 ** 
( ) 
Forr<msZr- 3, color all edges of K, with color cl. Color the complete graph 
tin (u,, . . ., u,-l) with all the remaining colors. Then 
m ! (r-1 
E(m,n,r)a 2 ‘-(n-l)\ 2 
i ) ) 
. 
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ZIj, _ 
I&ally, we wish to mentitin some problems whitikr are &i.hu- to the problem of 
this paper. One su&- probiqm arises if we’eh@rge the d&r&on of t-admissible to 
exciude the ‘~os&$&“Of indkrg r @irtts tif&, for %3$&h %different color can be 
chosen for each $ige of the cornfile&, Ygr+ph on L th 
Another variation arises if we _ replace ki ” by trie:complete bipartite graph 
(a, ,bj on two sets V, and Va and if we color some complete bipartite su 
{a; B) with‘ colk ‘ci for i = l,.. . .) n. Then we may define an , 
multi-.coloring tome one in which there is n set of r points from Va and s points of 
hoose a different color for each edge of (r, s). While this 
ilar to the problem of is paper, the solution seems to be 
stance,~ consider t complete bipartite graph K(a, Ib) 
in ~ V,, SW color every- edge of the qomplet”e bipartite 
;I x and’ -I& lwith each col n. We therefore 
of colors and edges of 
ber of such incidence 
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